DR CARLOS FEDERICO MORA, ONE OF TWO WHO PERFORMED AUTOPSY ON CASTILLO CORPSE, TOLD ANOTHER DOCTOR 13 SEPT THAT TWO BULLETS IN BODY DEFINITELY SAVE CALIBER. EXPLAINED NOT UNCOMMON 7 MM BULLET MAKE HOLE SMALLER THAN 7 MM. PROCURADOR GENERAL PUBLIC STATEMENT SAID POSSIBILITY CASTILLO SHOT BY TWO PERSONS SINCE ONE HOLE ONLY 5 MM HIDE. MORA BELIEVES POLITICAL MOTIVES AND POSSIBLY PERSONAL MALICE TOWARD HIM BEHIND PUBLIC QUESTIONING HIS AUTOPSY REPORT.

CASTILLO WROTE CRITICIZED PROCURADOR GENERAL STATEMENT IN OPEN LETTER TO PRESS 17 SEP. TOLD PUBLIC QUESTIONING OF AUTOPSY DELIBERATE ATTEMPT DISCREDIT GOV'T.

END OF MESSAGE.